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Stringlike Cooperative Motion in a Supercooled Liquid
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Extensive molecular dynamics simulations are performed on a glass-forming Lennard-Jones mixture
to determine the nature of the cooperative motions occurring in this model fragile liquid. We observe
stringlike cooperative molecular motion (“strings”) at temperatures well above the glass transition. The
mean length of the strings increases upon cooling, and the string length distribution is found to be
nearly exponential. [S0031-9007(98)05583-5]

PACS numbers: 61.20.Lc, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Pf
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The concept of cooperative molecular motion [1,2] i
commonly invoked to rationalize dramatic changes in th
transport properties of liquids as they are cooled towa
their glass transition [3]. In the heuristic Adam and Gibb
model [1] of supercooled liquids, relaxation occurs throug
“cooperatively rearranging regions” which grow with de
creasing temperature. A more rigorous treatment of colle
tive motion in liquids by Zwanzig and Nossal emphasize
the occurrence of momentum density excitations who
lifetime grows as the temperature is lowered [4]. Mode
coupling theory (MCT) [5] attributes the slowing down o
particle motion at low temperatures to “backflow” collec
tive particle motion which eventually causes a structur
arrest of the liquid dynamics. However, there has been
direct experimental observation of these kinds of coope
tive motion.

Computer simulations offer advantages over expe
ments on real liquids for the investigation of collective
particle motion. In molecular dynamics the position an
velocity of all the particles are known at all times. As
a consequence, correlation functions quantifying the m
tion of particular subsets of particles can be readily dete
mined. Recent experiments [6,7] and simulations [8,
have identified dynamical heterogeneity in supercool
liquids and spin glasses [10]. It is natural to suppose th
cooperative motion might be associated with this dynam
cal heterogeneity. A well studied Lennard-Jones (LJ) sy
tem, recently introduced to study the dynamics of simp
supercooled liquids, provides a particularly good model
test for cooperative motion, since its properties have be
well characterized [11] and evidence for dynamical he
erogeneity has already been identified for this model [9]

In this Letter, we test whether cooperative molecula
motion occurs in this model fragile glass-forming liquid
We find that molecular motion indeed becomes increa
ingly collective upon cooling. However, the regions in
volved in this motion are not compact, as usually suppos
[1,12], but instead form stringlike structures. The averag
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string length increases with decreasing temperature, a
the string length distribution is nearly exponential.

We performed extensive molecular dynamics simula
tions of a three dimensional binary mixture (80:20) o
8000 LJ particles where the interaction parameters [1
are chosen to prevent demixing and crystallization [11
Ten temperaturesT between 0.550 and 0.451 above the
fitted mode-coupling temperatureTc ø 0.431 [11] are
studied. We emphasize that this temperature range
well above the glass transition, so that our system is rea
ily equilibrated. Physical aging effects, which complicate

FIG. 1. Mobile particles in a subregion of the simulation
box shown at two different times. Light spheres: particles a
t  0. Dark spheres: same particles at a later time. The whi
segments connect the same particles at the two times. Wh
arrows mark the path followed by some of the particles.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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lower temperature simulations [14], are not relevant he
Data for up to 25 ns (4 3 106 time steps) for the lowest
T following equilibration are stored for eachT . Details
of the simulation are given in [9,15].

Previous simulations in the supercooled region [
showed that a small fraction of the particles undergo
large displacements on time scales long compared
the average collision time, and short compared to t
structural relaxation time [16]. In the following, we define
these particles as “mobile” using the same definition
given in Ref. [9]. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the
mobile particles in a subvolume of the liquid at our lowe
T . The light spheres correspond to the mobile particl
at t  0, while the dark ones correspond to the sam
particles at a later time. We see that at any given time t
mobile particles are spatially correlated [9]. Viewing th
mobile particles at two different times as in Fig. 1 revea
a cooperative motion along stringlike paths. Collectiv
motion was recognized in previous simulations of gla
formation, but the nature of the motion was not studie
quantitatively; see e.g., [17]. This kinetic structure is eve
clearer in an animation of the particle dynamics [18].

To quantify the nature of this correlated motion, we ca
culate the distinct part of the van Hove correlation functio
[19] Gm

d sr , td between mobile particles, which measure
the time-dependent density of mobile particles at a distan
r from the position of an arbitrarily chosen mobile particl
at t  0. If the particle motion is correlated so that th
position of the original mobile particle is occupied with
high probability by another mobile particle at later time
then Gm

d sr , td should develop a strong maximum abou
r  0. This effect is evident in Fig. 2, which present
Gm

d sr , td at differentt for the lowestT . At t . 0 the height
of the nearest-neighbor (NN) peak decreases, and a p
at r  0 develops and grows with time, reaching its max

FIG. 2. Distinct part of the van Hove correlation function
Gm

d sr , td between mobile particles at varioust.
re.
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mum value near a characteristic timet , tp [9,16]. No
significant peak atr  0 exists for the distinct part of the
van Hove correlation function calculated between mobil
and the remaining relatively immobile particles, showing
that the relative motion between mobile and less mobi
particles is quite different.

We further quantify the collective particle motion by
examining the angular correlation between the motio
of two neighboring mobile particles. Figure 3 shows
a contour plot of the probability distribution of the
displacement vector $dristpd  $ristpd 2 $ris0d, projected
onto the plane defined by$dristpd and $rij ; $ris0d 2 $rjs0d,
where j denotes a mobile particle within the NN shell
of a mobile particlei. The vector $rij points in the
direction of the positivex axis. The contours divide the
range of values of the probability into 20 intervals so tha
the probability inside the innermost contour centered o
s0.7, 0.0d is at least 20 times higher than the probability
outside the outermost contour [20]. The distribution ha
been calculated using all mobile particles that have
least one other mobile particle in their NN shell. If more
than one mobile NN particle exists in the proximity of a
reference mobile particle, then the averaging for the da
in Fig. 3 includes all distinct pairs of NN mobile particles.
In the absence of any correlation between$dristpd and
$rij , the contour plot should have a rotational symmetr
about the origin. Instead, the pronounced asymmetry
the contour plot in Fig. 3 shows that it is much more
probable for a mobile particle to move in the direction o
another mobile particle than in any other direction. Thi
asymmetry, as well as the area under the peak atr  0
in Fig. 2, increases with decreasing temperature. It is th
dynamical correlation that appears to cause the stringli
morphology of clusters of mobile particles.

FIG. 3. Contour plot of the probability distribution of the
vector d $ristpd in the plane defined byd $ristpd and $rij . The
vector $rij defines the positivex axis. The increment between
any two contours is 5% of the total range. The distribution
vanishes by definition in the circular central region.
2339
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FIG. 4. A large loop of 13 mobile particles exhibiting corre-
lated stringlike motion atT  0.451. Line segments connect
identical particles at successive times as in Fig. 1. The arro
show the path of some of the particles. The size of this clust
corresponds to approximately 1.48 nm foro-terphenyl, when
the size of the molecule is taken as the van der Waals rad
0.37 nm [7].

To measure the number of particles involved in th
stringlike cooperative rearrangements, we define strings
connecting two mobile particlesi and j if minfj$ristpd 2
$rjs0dj, j$ris0d 2 $rjstpdjg , d  0.6 [21]. This condition
implies that one of the mobile particles has moved, and
second mobile particle has occupied its position. Figure
[18] shows a representative string which has a looplik
form. Most of the strings have free ends, but loops occ
with modest frequency. The average length and size of t
strings increase asT decreases; their massn distribution
Psnd is shown in Fig. 5 for three differentT . The semilog
plot reveals thatPsnd is approximately exponential, i.e.,
Psnd , exps2nyknld, where the average “string length”
knl increases with decreasingT (see inset). For smalln,
the average radius of gyrationRg of the strings appears
to grow linearly withknl, while for largen, an exponent
near 1y2 is observed, similar to discrete random walk
chains. Observations similar to Fig. 5 have been found
studies of the equilibrium polymerization of linear chain
polymers [22].

By analogy with equilibrium polymerization [22], the
fraction of mobile particles involved in strings defines
an “order parameter” for describing the changing popu
lation of mobile particles. This fraction increases from
0.51 for the highestT studied to0.75 for the lowestT ,
although the total fraction of all particles that are mobil
(0.055 6 0.005) changes little over theT range investi-
gated. That is, an increasing fraction of mobile particle
2340
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FIG. 5. Probability distributionPsnd of string lengthsn for
variousT . Inset: First momentknl of Psnd vs T .

participates in strings as the system is cooled. Notably
these collective motions would be difficult to detect in
equilibrium scattering experiments [23].

The original motivation for invoking cooperative mo-
tion in glasses was to rationalize the large growth of the
apparent activation energy for transport in supercooled
liquids [1,24]. Stringlike collective motion provides a
natural structure to identify with this increasing activation
energy. A simple possibility would be that the activation
energy increases in proportion to the average number o
particlesn in the string (see Fig. 5) [1,25]. A prelimi-
nary comparison of the change of the apparent activation
energy of supercooled liquids such aso-terphenyl shows
a change in activation energy similar to what we observe
for knl over a corresponding temperature range [26].

Our simulations demonstrate that long lived, highly
cooperative, collective particle motion can be observed a
temperatures significantly higher thanTc of MCT. The
existence of stringlike structures in liquids should have
important implications for theories of dense liquids [5],
relaxation of liquids in constrained geometries [27], fluid
viscoelasticity aboveTg [28], and physical aging below
Tg [3]. In particular, the relationship between strings and
“floppy modes” and the boson peak [29] merits further
investigation.
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